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Abstract: 
The purpose of this experiment is to find out whether the 
Japanese eel sushi are sold  illegally in restaurants. Endangered 
species are species that play a crucial part in the world and 
should therefore be protected from extinction. The Japanese eel 
sushi takes part in this extinction. 

Problem: 
What eel is being used to make eel sushi in restaurants in NYC? 
Where are these eels being bought from? How can we prevent 
the selling of endangered species in the black market?

Conclusion: 
In conclusion, the eel sushi was not identified because the eel 
had been cooked prior to the DNA extraction. Therefore, our 
hypothesis was incorrect. However, we would attempt the 
experiment again in the future, using raw eel the second time to 
see if we would actually get results.
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Methods & materials:
Distilled water, lysis solution, silica resin, specimen tissue samples, scalpel, wash buffer, 

ice, transport icebox, microcentrifuge, tube rack, microcentrifuge tubes, micropipettes and tips, 
permanent markers, plastic pestles, vortexer, water bath, thermometer, thermal cycler, PCR beads, 
primers, load dye, PCR tubes, latex gloves, masking tape, camera, UV transilluminator, eGels and 
powerbox kit, and computer with internet access. Eel sushi from four different eel sushi restaurants.
Samples were donated by the WCC team
    
   DNA was extracted and purified from the samples.
   Polymerase Chain Reaction to amplify the DNA
   Confirm the presence of DNA through gel electrophoresis and send positive samples to lab for sequencing.
   Analyze sequence data using DNA Subway

Results:

Locations of Sushi Restaurants


